Evaluation Method for Rock Burst Hazards in Strip Filling of Working Faces in Deep Coal Mines
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Abstract: The impact risk evaluation for the strip filling of working faces has always been a research hotspot and a difficulty in the field of rock bursts. In this paper, the concept of the critical filling rate is first proposed, and the criterion for identifying the impact risk of the strip filling of a working face is established. Then, the membership function of coal body stress and the coal seam elastic energy index to impact risk was established, and the classification index of the impact risk grade was formed. On this basis, the overall and local evaluation method of the rock burst hazard for the strip filling of working faces was proposed. Finally, the C8301 working face of the Yunhe coal mine was taken as the engineering background, and the impact risk evaluation was carried out. It was found that the overall risk of the C8301 working face was determined as a strong impact risk, and there were six local risk areas, which included two weak impact risk areas, two medium impact risk areas, and two strong impact risk areas. This study can provide guidance and a reference for the impact risk evaluation of strip-filling mining under the same or similar conditions.
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1. Introduction

China is a major coal country with proven resources accounting for approximately 12.1% of the world’s total. At the same time, it is also the largest coal producer and consumer in the world [1–3]. As the most important basic energy source, coal still plays a very important role in economic and social development [4–9]. In the process of deep mining, under the influence of “three highs and one disturbance”, the mechanical properties and engineering response characteristics of coal rock will change greatly, and rock burst accidents will frequently occur [10–12]. Strip-filling mining technology has significant advantages in rock formation motion control, rock burst prevention and control, surface subsidence control, and coal resource recovery rate improvement. It is also the main technical choice for solving deep resource mining. However, under different filling parameters and mining conditions, there are significant differences in the effectiveness of strip-filling mining in reducing rock burst pressure. For working faces with strip coal pillars, a high mining intensity, and a low enrichment rate, there is still a possibility of a rock burst occurring. Identifying and evaluating the risk of rock bursts in strip-filling mining is an important part of preventing and controlling rock bursts under deep conditions.

At present, domestic and foreign experts and scholars have conducted a large amount of research work on the impact risk of deep-well strip-filling mining faces. Jiang et al. [13]
revealed the mechanism of a rock burst around the separation zone of the key stratum of deep strip mining through the investigation and analysis of multiple rock burst accidents that occurred in strip mining. The mechanical model of key stratum separation was established, and the main reasons for the significant increase in the stress concentration caused by the transfer of the load above the critical layer to the surrounding area of the key stratum separation zone were pointed out. Fang et al. [14] studied the rock burst mechanism of the hard roof face of the mining of a large mining depth strip. They proposed that the rock burst of the strip face is closely related to the nature of coal rock, the depth of mining, the thickness of the hard roof, and the periodic pressure of the roof. They also proposed prediction and forecasting methods, such as the drill cuttings method and prevention and control measures for coal-blasting pressure relief and flexible support. Feng et al. [15] pointed out that the enrichment rate is the key to controlling surface settlement and preventing rock bursts. Four ultra-high-water goaf-filling and mining technologies were proposed, which included open, bag, hybrid, and segmented barriers. These technologies were successfully applied in the goaf under two different conditions: the thin coal seam of the Tianzhuang Mine and the thick coal seam of the Taoyi Mine. Jiang et al. [16] carried out discrete element numerical simulation of the caving method and filling method of giant thick magmatic rock, and the control effect of filling mining on magmatic rock migration and mining stress was analyzed. He et al. [17] analyzed the relationship between the stress distribution characteristics of the working face of a thin coal seam and the mining height through numerical simulation and found that the stress drop of the coal body in front of the thin coal seam and the elastic deformation energy released per unit volume of the coal body were greater than those released by the thick coal seam. It was easy to induce a rock burst of the thin coal seam under the influence of a dynamic load. Smolinski et al. [18,19] studied the influence of gangue in the goaf on the mechanical state of the surrounding rock in longwall mining face via numerical simulation and constructed a geomechanical evaluation model. Most of the above studies focused on the study of filling material components, the optimization of the filling process, and the control of the filling effect on the fracture of thick hard-rock layers and surface subsidence. However, in-depth research on the effects of goaf filling on the distribution of the supporting pressure and the identification of the impact risk of the working face is lacking.

In terms of rock burst risk assessment, on the basis of analyzing the main factors affecting the occurrence of rock bursts, Mao et al. [20] presented a systematic discussion of several methods, the scope of application, and the evaluation of impact risk indicators for evaluating impact risk. Jiang et al. [21] proposed an impact risk evaluation method based on the increment in stress generated by various influencing factors on the basis of self-weight stress. By using an engineering analogy, theoretical research, and actual measurement, the increment in stress generated by each inducement factor was estimated. The ratio of the total stress of the coal body to the uniaxial compressive strength of the coal body obtained by adding increments in stress was used as an equivalent indicator for evaluating the impact risk. It could more quantitatively reflect the impact danger area and degree during face mining. Zhang et al. [22] analyzed the factors affecting the rock burst, and a variable-weight identification model for the comprehensive evaluation of the impact risk degree of coal rock was established with impact hazards according to the attribute identification theory. The variable-weight coefficient was determined by using the contribution rate of each evaluation factor in the location to be evaluated. The impact hazard degree was comprehensively evaluated by using the given confidence degree, and the attribute identification and classification were carried out. Tan et al. [23] considered the difference in energy accumulation and release of the coal rock medium and the main control effect of deep high stress on rock bursts. Two indicators were proposed: the combined impact energy velocity index of coal rock and the impact energy velocity index of unloading pressure. In addition, the evaluation index system for deep coal rock’s impact tendency was improved. Based on field monitoring and seismology, Mutke et al. [24] proposed a criterion for impact hazard assessment and successfully verified it in the field.
The existing evaluation methods provide good results for the impact risk assessment of a whole mining area and the traditional collapse of a coal mining face. However, there is still a lack of effective theories and methods for the “risk area-hazard level” of rock bursts under strip-filling mining conditions. Based on this, this paper proposes an evaluation method for the effectiveness of filling anti-impact. The method can qualitatively analyze whether filling can effectively prevent a rock burst. A method to identify and evaluate the impact hazard of filling a working face based on fuzzy mathematics is proposed, which provides guidance for the prevention and control of rock bursts in strip-filling mining.

2. Impact Hazard Identification Criteria

The total stress of the strip filling of working faces after superimposed static stress and dynamic stress was compared with the strength of the coal body. At the same time, according to the third chapter of the “Detailed Rules for Prevention and Control of Coal Mine Rock Burst” issued by China National Mine Safety Administration, the impact risk is divided into four categories: no impact risk, weak impact risk, medium impact risk, and strong impact risk according to the ratio [25]. The relationship between the filling rate and the impact risk of the strip filling of the working face was obtained, as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Relationship between the filling rate and the impact risk of the strip filling of working face: 1—using the caving method to manage the goaf roof; 2, 3, 4—using filling mining method to manage the roof of goaf; and 5—using caving method or filling mining method to manage the roof of goaf.

The concept of a critical filling rate was proposed. When the strip of working faces adopts filling mining, the filling rate determines the movement characteristics of the overlying rock in the goaf and its dynamic loading effect on the coal body. The greater the filling rate, the weaker the dynamic loading effect of overlying rock movement, and the smaller the total stress of the coal body in the strip working face, indicating a negative correlation between the total stress and the filling rate. When the total stress is less than the impact risk line, this filling rate is the critical filling rate for the corresponding impact hazard level. In Figure 1, the critical filling rate is the filling rate when the total stress curve intersects with the weak impact risk line, medium impact risk line, or strong impact risk line, according to the relevant engineering experience and field monitoring results. The five curves represent the relationship between filling rate and impact risk under five mining geological conditions, respectively. This is specifically expressed as follows:

- Filling rate $\eta_f = 0$ represents the working face being unfilled, i.e., using the caving method to manage the goaf roof. If the total stress of the working face is lower than the weak impact risk line, it indicates that the overall level of the support pressure of
the strip working face is lower than the minimum stress value that induces impact, and the strip working face has no impact risk. At this time, although filling mining can slow down the dynamic pressure manifestation of the coal body in front of the working face, it has no essential impact on the hazard level of the strip working face, as shown in curve 1 in Figure 1.

- For strip working faces with a medium or higher hazard level using the caving method, filling mining can significantly reduce the impact risk of the working face, as shown in curves 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 1. When the filling rate $\eta_f$ increases, the intensity and range of fracture motion of low-level rock beams decrease, resulting in a decrease in dynamic stress and a decrease in the impact risk. There are one or more critical filling rates. When the filling rate is greater than the critical filling rate, the impact risk is reduced to weak or below. This indicates that filling mining effectively reduces the impact risk in strip working faces. When the filling rate is less than the critical filling rate, the total stress is still greater than the critical stress for impact to occur. The impact risk after filling is still moderate or above. This indicates that the use of filling mining as a single measure cannot effectively eliminate the impact risk. In this case, other anti-impact measures should also be carried out.

- Curve 5 in Figure 1 indicates that regardless of filling or not, the impact risk of the strip working face is always strong. The possibility of a rock burst is extremely high, which indicates the working face is unsafe and unable to be worked upon.

3. Impact Hazard Evaluation Method

3.1. Indicators and Membership Functions Determination

3.1.1. Stress State of Coal

1. Coal body

The causes for rock bursts are mainly related to the stress distribution, strength, and inherent impact tendency of the coal body [26,27]. To quantitatively analyze the influence law of sensitivity factors on the impact risk of the filling working face, the membership function $U(x)$ of the impact risk of the filling working face is established as follows:

$$U(x) = f(\sigma, \sigma_c, W_{ET})$$

where $\sigma$ is the coal seam abutment pressure; $\sigma_c$ is the uniaxial compressive strength of the coal; and $W_{ET}$ is the elastic energy index of the coal seam.

The impact risk is approximately linear with the stress level of the coal seam, and the ratio of abutment pressure to coal strength is one of the key factors [28,29]. Under the condition of a given coal strength, the greater the abutment pressure, the more load is transferred from the overlying strata to the coal, and the higher the risk of coal impact instability.

The ratio of coal stress to its uniaxial compressive strength is recorded as $I_c$, which is

$$I_c = \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_c}$$

The necessary condition for the coal impact instability is that the abutment pressure exceeds the uniaxial compressive strength of coal [30]. According to the engineering practice experience, if the coal body stress is smaller than the uniaxial compressive strength of 1.5 times the coal seam, then a rock burst does not occur in the coal body; when the coal stress is equal to 1.5–2.0 times the uniaxial compressive strength of the coal seam, there is a weak impact risk; if the coal stress is between 2.0 and 2.5 times of the uniaxial compressive strength of the coal seam, there is a medium impact risk; and when the coal stress is greater than 2.5 times the uniaxial compressive strength of the coal seam, the coal seam has a strong
impact risk. The membership function $\phi_{Ic1}$ of coal stress ratio $I_{c1}$ to local impact risk is established [31], as shown in Equation (3):

$$\phi_{Ic1} = \begin{cases} 
0.167I_{c1} & I_{c1} < 1.5 \\
0.5I_{c1} - 0.5 & 1.5 \leq I_{c1} < 2.5 \\
1 & I_{c1} \geq 2.5
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

2. Strip coal pillar

The impact risk of the strip working face is related to the stress concentration coefficient of the strip coal pillar. In the process of roadway excavation, a large number of large-diameter boreholes are constructed on the inside of the strip coal pillar, which destroys the integrity and causes plastic damage to the shallow, which reduces its effective bearing capacity. Therefore, the abutment pressure is transferred to the deeper parts. In the middle of the strip coal pillar with a certain width, the coal is in a three-way stress state, and its bearing capacity is much greater than that of the shallow surrounding rock. Generally, this part of the coal exists in an elastic area. The coal in the elastic area maintains its structural integrity and is the main load-bearing body for the overlying strata. The width of the elastic area determines the overall bearing capacity of the strip coal pillar. The larger the elastic area, the stronger the bearing capacity of the strip coal pillar and the stronger the ability to gather the elastic deformation energy. Conversely, the smaller the elastic area, the weaker the bearing capacity of the strip coal pillar and the more likely the overall impact instability of the working face [32]. The size of the elastic area is affected by many factors, such as working face width, size and depth of the pressure relief boreholes, burial depth, coal strength, and coal seam thickness.

Before the coal mining on both sides, the working face is subjected to the static load transmitted by the overlying strata, and the abutment pressure is evenly distributed. After mining on both sides, the strip coal pillar is formed and produces a certain range of plastic area under abutment pressure. When the strength and size of the strip coal pillar (the width of the elastic area is sufficient) can support the load transmitted by the overlying strata, the lateral abutment pressure distribution of the strip coal pillar shows a pattern of increasing from the boundary of the coal pillar to the center, then decreasing and finally stabilizing, and the overall distribution of the abutment pressure is similar to the “saddle-shape”, as shown in Figure 2a.

In the process of roadway excavation, a large number of large-diameter boreholes were constructed inside the strip coal pillar. The peak lateral abutment pressure shifted to the center of the coal pillar with a saddle shape, as shown in Figure 2b. Along with the continuous roof subsidence caused by the mining of the working face, the coal at the edge of the elastic area of the strip coal pillar changed into plastic. It leads to an increase in the plastic area and a decrease in the elastic area, which eventually causes a decrease in the overall bearing capacity. At this time, the abutment pressure distribution appeared to be in a ‘platform’. The bearing capacity of the strip coal pillar shows obvious regional differences, which could be divided into five regions. Each region is in a relatively balanced stress state, as shown in Figure 2c.

The bearing capacity of the strip working face is closely related to the working face width, coal pillar width, elastic area, and pressure relief boreholes. The coal pillar is affected by the lateral abutment pressure of the adjacent goaf, the coal fracture is developed, and the bearing capacity is weak. The coal in the pressure relief area is subject to plastic damage due to large-diameter boreholes, resulting in a weak bearing capacity. The coal in the elastic area is structurally intact and is subject to three-dimensional stresses from the roof, floor, and coal bodies in the pressure relief areas on both sides, making it the main load-bearing for transmitting loads to the overlying strata. A simplified mechanical model of the coal stress is established, as shown in Figure 3.
According to the principle of energy conservation, the load distribution relationship of each part of the coal is as follows:

$$\delta_z = \delta_e + 2\delta_d + 2\delta_p$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\delta_e$ is the load borne by the coal in the elastic area; $\delta_d$ is the load borne by the coal in the pressure relief area; and $\delta_p$ is the load borne by the coal pillar.

The bearing load of coal in the pressure relief area can be expressed as follows:

$$\delta_d = \int_0^{l_d} \sigma_d(x)dx$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $l_d$ is the width of the pressure relief area and $\sigma_d(x)$ is the abutment pressure distribution function of coal in the pressure relief area, which is affected by factors such as the depth of pressure relief borehole, the characteristics of coal-rock mass, and the stress monitoring threshold.

The load of the coal pillar can be expressed as follows:

$$\delta_p = \int_0^{l_p} \sigma_p(x)dx$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $l_p$ is the width of the coal pillar and $\sigma_p(x)$ is the abutment pressure distribution function of the coal pillar, which is affected by factors such as the coal pillar width and the characteristics of coal-rock mass.

The size relationship of each part of the strip coal pillar is as follows:

$$L_0 = 2l_p + 2l_r + 2l_d + l_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $l_r$ is the width of the roadway and $l_e$ is the width of the elastic area.

The bearing capacity of the strip coal pillar can be expressed by the following equations, in which the ratio of the abutment pressure to the bearing capacity is denoted as $I_{c2}$, which is

$$\tau = \frac{2l_d \sigma_d(x) + \lambda l_e [\sigma_c]}{2l_d + l_e}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$I_{c2} = \frac{\sigma_z}{\tau}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\tau$ is the overall bearing capacity of the coal in the working face; $\lambda$ is the ratio of the bearing capability of the elastic area to the uniaxial compressive strength of the coal seam, with a value of $\lambda = 3$–5; and $\sigma_z$ is the total stress of the coal after the dynamic and static loads on the working face are superimposed.

According to engineering practice experience, when the total stress acting on the strip coal pillar is greater than the overall bearing capacity of the working face, there is a possibility of overall impact risk [33]. If the total stress on the strip coal pillar is between 1.0 and 1.5 times the overall bearing capacity of the coal body in the working face, the working face has a weak overall impact risk; when the total stress on the strip coal pillar is between 1.5 and 2.0 times the overall bearing capacity of the coal body in the working face, it has a medium overall impact risk; if the total stress on the strip coal pillar is 2.0 times the overall bearing capacity of the working face coal body, then the working face has a strong overall impact risk. The membership function of the coal pillar stress ratio $I_{c2}$ to the overall impact risk is $\varphi_{I_{c2}}$, as shown in Equation (10):

$$\varphi_{I_{c2}} = \begin{cases} 
0.25I_{c2} & I_{c2} < 1.0 \\
0.5I_{c2} - 0.25 & 1.0 \leq I_{c2} < 2.0 \\
1 & I_{c2} \geq 2.0 
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)
The elastic energy index $W_{ET}$ is an important index to measure the rock burst tendency of the coal seam, and it is also the main parameter to evaluate the impact risk of the coal seam. The engineering practice shows that when $W_{ET} < 2$, the possibility of spontaneous impact of the coal seam is low; when $2 \leq W_{ET} < 3.5$, the coal seam has a weak impact risk; when $3.5 \leq W_{ET} < 5$, the coal seam has a medium impact risk; and when $W_{ET} \geq 5$, the coal seam has a strong impact risk. The greater the $W_{ET}$ value of the elastic energy index, the
higher the possibility of coal seam impact instability. The membership degree of elastic energy index $W_{ET}$ and coal seam impact risk is $\varphi_{W_{ET}}$ [31]:

$$
\varphi_{W_{ET}} = \begin{cases}
0.125 W_{ET} & W_{ET} < 2 \\
0.1667 W_{ET} - 0.0834 & 2 \leq W_{ET} < 5 \\
1 & W_{ET} \geq 5
\end{cases}
$$

(11)

It should be noted that the propensity for coal impact is a property of coal accumulation deformation energy and impact damage generation, which is an inherent attribute of coal and is independent of the stress state of the coal seam. However, when the occurrence state and physical and mechanical properties of the coal seam change, the propensity for coal impact will also change.

3.2. Impact Hazard Level Classification

Based on the comprehensive index method, the impact hazard of the working face can be classified into four levels, which are no impact risk, weak impact risk, medium impact risk, and strong impact risk. The membership degree of the local and overall impact risks of the coal can be used [34]. The numerical range of [0, 1] is uniformly divided into four levels with an interval of 0.25, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Impact hazard level classification of strip filling of working face.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact Hazard Level</th>
<th>Impact Risk Index $U_1/U_2$ Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No impact risk</td>
<td>[0, 0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak impact risk</td>
<td>[0.25, 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium impact risk</td>
<td>[0.5, 0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong impact risk</td>
<td>[0.75, 1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the influence of coal seam stress state and impact tendency on the impact instability of the coal, the equations of local impact risk and overall impact risk index of filling working face are established as follows:

$$
U_1 = w_1 \varphi_{W_{ET}} + w_2 \varphi_{I_{1}}
$$

(12)

$$
U_2 = w_1 \varphi_{W_{ET}} + w_3 \varphi_{I_{2}}
$$

(13)

where $U_1$ is the index of local impact risk; $U_2$ is the index of overall impact risk; $w_1$ is the weight coefficient of the impact tendency of coal on the impact risk; $w_2$ is the weight coefficient of the influence of the stress state of coal on the local impact risk, $w_1 + w_2 = 1$; and $w_3$ is the weight coefficient of the influence of the stress state of coal on the overall impact risk, $w_1 + w_3 = 1$.

According to engineering experience, the influence coefficients of coal stress state and impact tendency on impact risk are generally equal, which exists as $w_1 = w_2 = w_3 = 0.5$ [35]. The weighting coefficients of each factor should be adjusted appropriately according to the actual geological and mining technical conditions. If there are one or more strong impact tendencies in the identification results of coal seam and roof/floor impact tendency, it indicates that the coal seam and roof/floor have a high capacity for accumulating elastic deformation energy and the possibility of local and overall impacts in the working face increases significantly. Therefore, the impact of the elastic energy index on impact risk should be increased. If the pending working face is located in the influence area of the remaining coal pillar in the same coal seam, the fault-cutting coal pillar or the coal pillar affected by the remaining coal pillar in the overlying coal seam, the basic static load borne by the working face coal is relatively large, and the stress increment threshold value for overall impact instability is lowered. Therefore, the influence coefficient of coal stress state on overall impact risk should be increased. If the working face includes areas with severe changes in dip angle, faults, connections, or proximity to the goaf, the localized coal bodies
in these areas are prone to stress concentration, which can easily lead to high-stress-induced or high-stress gradient-induced impact instability. In this case, the influence coefficient of the coal stress state on local impact risk should be increased.

When the impact risk index $U \geq 1$, the impact risk is extremely high, and it is prohibited to mine that working face. When the impact risk index is $0.5 \leq U < 1$, the impact risk is relatively high, and the working face can be mined after taking anti-impact measures. When the impact risk index $U < 0.5$, the impact risk is weak, indicating that the possibility of spontaneous impact is low.

4. Case Investigations

4.1. Engineering Overview

The Yunhe coal mine is located in the northern outcrop area of the Jibei coalfield and Tangkou exploration area in Jining City, Shandong Province. Due to a large amount of coal covered by ground buildings (structures), the strip mining method was used in the early stage of the mine, resulting in a large number of dull coal resources in the minefield. To safely recover this part of the remaining coal pillars and ensure the sustainable development of the mine, the Yunhe coal mine has carried out a systematic study of filling and replacing strip coal pillars.

The C8301 working face is the first strip filling of a working face in the Yunhe coal mine, which is located in the south of the eighth mining area. The surrounding mining situation is as follows: to the east is the 8308 goaf, to the south is the T5-4 fault protection coal pillar, to the west is the 8307 goaf, and to the north is the $-725$ east wing track roadway protection coal pillar. The dip length of the C8301 working face is 96 m, the strike length is 424 m, and the mining depth is 698~808 m with an average of 778 m. The position of the working face is shown in Figure 4. Comprehensive mechanized dip longwall backward mining is adopted once mining is at full height. The roof of the goaf is managed by a super-high-water full-filling method. The thickness of the coal seam is 3.2 m, and the structure of the coal seam is simple. The largest single layer thickness in the range of 20 m above the coal seam is 8.4 m grit sandstone. The occurrence characteristics of the coal seam roof are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. The C8301 working face layout.
### Table 1. Roof and floor strata histogram of the C8301 working face.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Columnar</th>
<th>Thickness/m</th>
<th>Distance from coal seam/m</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Columnar</th>
<th>Thickness/m</th>
<th>Distance from coal seam/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silty fine sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>208.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Epipedon</td>
<td></td>
<td>208.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>Magmatic rock</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>208.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claystone</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>Medium sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claystone</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>Siltstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siltstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 coal</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Siltstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Figure 5. Roof and floor strata histogram of the C8301 working face.

### 4.2. Impact Hazard Evaluation

#### 4.2.1. Overall Impact Risk

According to the previous analysis, the elastic energy index of coal and the stress state of the strip coal pillar are the factors affecting the overall impact risk of the strip filling of the working face. The weight coefficient of the influence of two parameters on the overall burst risk is $\omega_1 = \omega_2 = 0.5$; the evaluation equation of the overall burst risk of the strip filling of the working face is established as follows:

$$U_2 = 0.5\phi_{WET} + 0.5\phi_{I2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

According to the mining technical conditions of the C8301 working face, $L_1 = 80$ m, $L_2 = 130$ m, $l_p = 8$ m, $l_d = 15$ m, $l_t = 4$ m, $\sigma_d = [\sigma_d] = 11.09$ MPa, $\lambda = 4$, and $\gamma = 25$ kN/m$^3$. Putting the relevant parameters into Equation (14), the relationship between the elastic energy index and the width of the strip coal pillar on the overall impact risk of the working face is shown in Figure 6.

#### Figure 6. The variation of elastic energy index and strip coal pillar width on the overall impact risk.
Therefore, under the condition of the symmetrical hanging roof structure, the overall impact risk coefficient of the strip coal pillar gradually decreases with the increase in the width of the strip coal pillar. It shows that the increase in the width of the coal body in the elastic bearing area can not only share more load but also helps to reduce the average stress level of the coal body in the elastic area after stress averaging, which is beneficial to reducing the overall impact hazard level of the strip working face. In addition, with the increase in the elastic energy index, the critical width of the strip coal pillar gradually increases when the overall impact risk occurs. It shows that the increase in elastic energy of the coal seam has a significant effect on the overall impact risk of the strip working face.

The width of the strip coal pillar in the C8301 working face is 120 m. The original elastic energy index of the coal body is $W_{ET0} = 3.52$, and $U_2 = 0.9$ is calculated. The overall impact risk of the strip coal pillar is strong. It means that the possibility of the overall impact of the strip coal pillar is very high; measures must be taken to weaken the ability of coal to gather elastic energy and reduce the stress concentration degree of the strip coal pillar before mining.

### 4.2.2. Local Impact Risk

From the mechanical mechanism of rock bursts, when the load of the coal body exceeds the limit of its bearing capacity, the coal body has the mechanical condition of impact instability. The impact tendency of the coal seam is the internal property of impact instability. In this section, the membership function of the stress state and the impact tendency of the coal body to rock bursts are proposed by using fuzzy mathematics. Before mining, the dangerous area of rock bursts is divided and classified, and the rock burst prevention design is carried out. During the mining of the working face, the evaluation results are verified by monitoring methods such as microseismic, stress, and drilling cuttings.

According to the mining geological conditions of C8301 working face, the semi-quantitative analysis of self-weight stress, tectonic stress, and mining stress is carried out by using the multi-factor coupling calculation method of impact risk based on stress superposition, and the impact risk area of strip working face is divided and classified.

#### 1. Vertical stress of mining roadway

According to the cross-section diagram of belt entry and track entry of the C8301 working face, the elevation of the coal seam floor changes linearly with the mining direction. The surface elevation is +38 m. The intersection points of the belt entry, the track entry, and the open-off cut of the C8301 working face are taken as the origin of the coordinates. The $x$-axis is along the axis of the roadway, and the vertical stress is the $y$-axis. The rectangular Cartesian coordinate system for self-weight stress calculation is established as follows:

\[
\sigma_{0\text{-belt}} = 20.2 - 0.005x \quad (0, 424)
\]

\[
\sigma_{0\text{-track}} = 19.45 - 0.0032x \quad (0, 424)
\]

The mining area of the C8301 working face is in a syncline structure. Under the action of the stress field, the syncline axis and two wings are the concentration areas of tectonic stress, and the top angle of the syncline structure is greater than $110^\circ$. According to the previous analysis, the overlying strata movement of the filling mining face has an obvious time effect. The filling effect of the goaf will affect the height and strength of the overlying strata movement, which leads to the obvious lag characteristics of the evolution time of the abutment pressure of the coal seam. The designed filling rate of the super-high-water material in the goaf is not less than 80%. According to the roof structure, lithology, mining width, and mining conditions on both sides of the working face, the stress increment concentration coefficient of each influencing factor during the mining period of
the working face is obtained as shown in Table 2, and the vertical stress calculation formula of the belt and track entry is obtained as follows.

\[
\sigma_{\text{all-belt}} = \begin{cases} 
22.22 - 0.0055x & (0, 60) \\
24.24 - 0.006x & (60, 90) \\
26.26 - 0.0075x & (90, 160) \\
32.32 - 0.008x & (160, 300) \\
36.36 - 0.009x & (300, 425) 
\end{cases} \tag{17}
\]

\[
\sigma_{\text{all-track}} = \begin{cases} 
21.395 - 0.00352x & (0, 60) \\
22.34 - 0.00384x & (60, 90) \\
25.285 - 0.00416x & (90, 160) \\
31.12 - 0.00512x & (160, 300) \\
35.01 - 0.00576x & (300, 425) 
\end{cases} \tag{18}
\]

Table 2. Stress increment concentration factors of impact risk in strip working face.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influencing Factors</th>
<th>Stress Increment Concentration</th>
<th>Influence Range/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Folds</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0, 424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial fracture</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>60, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working face square</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>90, 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two working face square</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>160, 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three working face square</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>300, 380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Impact risk area division

According to Equations (2), (3), (17) and (18), the influence coefficient of the coal stress state on local impact risk is obtained as follows:

\[
\varphi_{c1-\text{belt}} = \frac{\sigma_{\text{all-belt}}}{2\sigma_{c1}} - \frac{1}{2} \begin{cases} 
(0, 160) \\
(160, 424) 
\end{cases} \tag{19}
\]

\[
\varphi_{c1-\text{track}} = \frac{\sigma_{\text{all-track}}}{2\sigma_{c1}} - \frac{1}{2} \begin{cases} 
(0, 160) \\
(160, 424) 
\end{cases} \tag{20}
\]

According to the geological conditions of the C8301 working face, taking \(W_{\text{ET}} = 3.52\) and putting it into Equation (11), the influence coefficient of coal elastic energy index on local impact risk can be obtained as follows:

\[
\varphi_{W_{\text{ET}}} = 0.1667W_{\text{ET}} - 0.0834 \begin{cases} 
(0, 424) 
\end{cases} \tag{21}
\]

By putting Equations (19)–(21) into Equations (12) and (13), the C8301 working face’s belt entry, track entry, and working face are divided into six impact risk areas, including two weak impact risk areas, two medium impact risk areas, and two strong impact risk areas, as shown in Table 3 and Figure 7.

The comprehensive index method is to determine the impact risk level of the mining area by comprehensively analyzing the geological factors and mining technical conditions of the mining area. It is a commonly used impact risk evaluation method in the field of coal mines. The comprehensive index method is used to evaluate the impact risk of the C8301 working face in the Yunhe coal mine, and the evaluation results are shown in Figure 8. Compared with the evaluation results obtained in this paper, the evaluation results obtained by the comprehensive index method have a larger range of strong impact risk areas and medium impact risk areas. This is because filling mining does not consider the significance of filling mining for the prevention and control of rock bursts. For the
strip-filling mining face, the impact risk evaluation method proposed in this paper is more applicable, and the evaluation results are more accurate.

Table 3. The C8301 working face impact risk area division.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from Open-Off Cut/m</th>
<th>Influencing Factors</th>
<th>Impact Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belt entry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>0–90</td>
<td>Self-weight stress, folds, initial pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>90–160</td>
<td>Self-weight stress, folds, working face square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>160–424</td>
<td>Self-weight stress, folds, two working face square, three working face square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track entry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>0–60</td>
<td>Self-weight stress, folds, initial pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>60–160</td>
<td>Self-weight stress, folds, working face square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>160–424</td>
<td>Self-weight stress, folds, two working face square, three working face square</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Impact risk area division of the C8301 working face.

Figure 8. The comprehensive index method is used to divide the impact risk areas of the C8301 working face.
The commonly used pressure relief measures include hydraulic fracturing, large-diameter borehole pressure relief, deep blasting, and so on. Based on the evaluation results of the impact risk of the C8301 working face in the Yunhe coal mine, for the medium impact risk area and the strong impact risk area, it is suggested that the large-diameter borehole pressure relief and the strike blasting roof cutting technology of the coal body can be used to relieve the pressure of the high-stress coal body and the 8.4 m thick hard and thick sandstone above, thereby reducing the stress concentration of the surrounding rock of the roadway. At the same time, it can strengthen the advanced support of the roadway to effectively prevent the occurrence of rock bursts.

5. Discussions

With the transfer of coal mining to deep coal resource mining, the mechanical properties and engineering response characteristics of coal and rock mass will change significantly under the influence of ‘three high and one disturbance’, resulting in frequent rock burst accidents. Strip-filling mining has significant advantages in rock movement and rock burst prevention and control, surface subsidence control, and the improvement of the coal resource recovery rate. It is one of the key technologies for deep coal resource mining. However, for the working face with strip coal pillars and low filling rate, there is still a risk of rock bursts. The evaluation of rock burst risk under this condition is the basis and key to preventing this type of rock burst.

In this paper, a method for evaluating the effectiveness of filling and anti-impact is proposed for the ‘risk area-hazard level’ of rock bursts under the condition of strip-filling mining, which can qualitatively analyze whether the filling is effective in anti-impact. At the same time, a method for evaluating the impact risk of a strip-filling mining face based on fuzzy mathematics is constructed, which provides some guidance for the prevention and control of rock bursts in deep well strip-filling mining faces.

In this paper, the impact risk of strip-filling mining faces is evaluated, and some valuable theories are obtained. However, the impact risk evaluation method proposed in this paper is aimed at the strip-filling mining face. Whether the impact risk assessment under other conditions is applicable needs further study. At the same time, the mechanism and technology for preventing and controlling rock bursts by filling mining, how to effectively use the gangue in the goaf, and how to improve the filling rate need further research to provide a guarantee for the safe mining of deep coal resources.

6. Conclusions

The concept of critical filling rate is proposed, and the identification criterion of the impact risk of strip filling of the working face in deep mines is established. By analyzing the effectiveness of filling mining under five conditions, it is found that the filling rate determines the movement characteristics of overlying strata in goaf and its dynamic loading effect on the coal body. When the critical filling rate is reached, the filling reduces or even eliminates the impact risk. When the filling rate is less than the critical filling rate, the filling mining cannot effectively reduce the dynamic load caused by the movement of overlying rock, resulting in the total stress of the coal body being greater than the critical stress of impact, and a rock burst occurs.

By analyzing the evolution law and mechanical characteristics of the abutment pressure in the coal body, the membership function of the stress state of the coal body and the elastic energy index of the coal seam to the impact risk is obtained. Based on the comprehensive index method, the evaluation method of the local and overall impact risk of the working face in deep strip-filling mining is proposed. The impact hazard level is divided into four levels: no impact risk, weak impact risk, medium impact risk, and strong impact risk.

An overall and local impact risk evaluation was conducted on the C8301 working face, and the impact risk area and hazard level were determined. The calculation results indicate that the overall impact risk of the C8301 working face is strong. The C8301 working face
is divided into six impact risk areas, including two weak impact risk areas, two medium impact risk areas, and two strong impact risk areas. Reasonable and effective pressure relief measures must be taken in the impact risk area before mining.
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